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చిత్రం 2 - ప్రణవ చిత్రం, పానవట్టంతో కూడిన 

శివలంగం తిరిగి గీయబడినవి. 

చిత్రం 1 - త్రవవకాలలో బయట్పడ్డ కొన్ని వస్తువులు:  

ప్రణవ చిత్రం, పానవట్టంతో కూడిన శివలంగం ఎరుపు 

రంగుతో ప్రముఖంగా ప్రకటంచబడ్డడయి.   
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Relevance of ‗Sanatana Dharma Course‘ to the Present Day Students 

 

Challa Chitti Babu 

Executive Secretary, Veda Samskriti Samiti (VSS), Malkajgiri, Hyderabad 

ccbabu@gmail.com  
 

The Veda Samskruti Samiti (VSS) has 

taken up a great task of making us understand 

our ancient culture and traditions along with 

Sanatana dharma. The course has been 

designed to introduce different aspects of 

Sanatana dharma. We have to understand, it is 

Sanatana and by now everyone understands 

that our Vedas have been taught through 

generations by verbal method. Vedas have 

been seen by Rishis, visualised through their 

penance and so they are pure. Their relevance 

is more even today. As students, we 

understand that the subject is very vast and do 

not understand where and how to start getting 

into the realm of Sanatana Dharma. 

If the subject is vast and cannot be 

taught in few hours, then what is the relevance 

of our studying Sanatana dharma and attending 

the classes early in the morning?  

First of all, let all of us (students) 

understand that it is the power of Sanatana 

Dharma that has pulled us into the class of art 

of living. Otherwise we would have been 

roaming in the darkness thinking it is great 

illumination. We were enjoying the wealth that 

we have earned and the comforts that we have 

purchased. Then trying to be happy and feel, 

that is the objective of life and we were 

successful. Even today many people feel and 

are living in such thought, but for few lucky 

people like us who are able to see the real 

light. 

Let me elaborate. Inspite of our 

comfort zone of living, we have lot of 

problems of health and other sudden 

happenings. We have serious health issues and 

live on medicines as staple food. Not realising 

that these medicines are further taking us into 

more ill health. That is, more darkness in the 

garb of illumination. When we get into 

problems, we turn to God and curse him for 

giving us the problems and then ask him to 

solve. Here is the point. All along it was our 

hard work which gave success and we feel it is 

because of us. No God. When we get into 

problems, we suddenly realise God. 

Let us understand the reason. We, at 

least most of us, believe in birth and rebirth 

philosophy. Also, at any given moment there 

are so many souls taking birth, some in rich 

family, some in ordinary family and some in 

poor family. Who decides this division? It is 

our own KARMA. Accordingly, the divisions 

of the souls happen. God has given same 

opportunities to all at the start.  A person uses 

the opportunities to help others and trying to 

attain higher knowledge, lead a simple but 

healthy life takes birth in a noble family. Here 

we should understand Noble does not mean 

wealth, it is noble by knowledge of God and 

his existence. When a person is given all the 

comforts and yet he leads a simple life, he has 

a balance of mind and feels that all these are 

temporary and realising God and the happiness 

is permanent, such a person will take birth in 
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